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Section 2 of E R A : The Federal Power Grab
Section 2 o f the proposed Equal Rights Amendment
reads: “ The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article.” What will
be the effect of putting this language into the United States
Constitution?
It is a fundamental principle of constitutional construction that no language in the U.S. Constitution can be meaningless or redundant. Section 2 must have a purpose and an
effect
Section 2 cannot mean merely that Section 1 must be enforced and obeyed. Section 1 would be self-enforcing to the
extent that we would all have to obey it and the courts would
have the duty to invalidate laws and regulations that violate
it. It is established law under Marbury v. Madison1 that the
Supreme Court would have the authority to define and interpret Section 1 of ERA (of course, after it were ratified) and to
invalidate any federal or state law found to be in disharmony
with it.
In searching for the meaning of Section 2 of ERA, we
find that there are seven other amendments to the U.S. Constitution which have the same language with inconsequential
variations: Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, and Section 2 o f the Thirteenth, Fifteenth, Nineteenth, Twentythird, Twenty-fourth, and Twenty-sixth Amendments. We
don’t need to guess about what these enforcement clauses
mean because the Supreme Court has handed down dozens
of decisions interpreting and defining them.
For the first hundred years of experience with the language of these enforcement clauses, they were narrowly construed to authorize only “ remedial” federal action when the
states failed to take action to protect Section 1 rights. Beginning in the mid-1960s, the Supreme Court drastically
changed the official interpretation of the enforcement clause
and redefined it as a positive grant of affirmative power to the
Congress which is even greater than the Commerce Clause or
the Necessary and Proper Clause. These recent decisions
have had a dramatic effect in shifting new powers from the
states to the federal government over private property, private schools, and state and local elections.

The Thirteenth Amendment
Section 1 of the Thirteenth Amendment reads: “ Neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude . . . shall exist within the
United States . . . ” In the Civil Rights Cases of 1883, the Supreme Court held that Section 2 of the Thirteenth Amendment
permitted Congress to ban racial discrimination that constitutes a badge of slavery; but the Court held further: “ It would
be running the slavery argument into the ground to make it
apply to every act of discrimination which a person may see
fit to make . . .” 2

In the 1968 landmark decision o f Jones v. Alfred H.
Mayer Company,3 the Court shifted gears and set off in a new
direction. The Court held that Section 2 of the Thirteenth
Amendment permitted Congress to expand the meaning of
Section 1 of the Thirteenth Amendment by making a rational
determination as to what are the badges of slavery, and that
determination could include the power to prohibit a refusal
to sell private property to a member of a racial minority.
Using Section 2, Congress can now bar private racial discrimination that would not otherwise violate Section 1.
Runyon v. McCrary* illustrates the far-reaching scope of
the broad affirmative powers, that the Supreme Court newly
discovered in Section 2 of the Thirteenth Amendment. The
Runyon case in 1976 involved a private school where there
was no state involvement, no state subsidy direct or indirect,
no tuition grants, and not even income tax exemption. The
Court held that even a wholly private school may not refuse
to admit any child on account of race.
In Runyon the Court held that application of the statute,
42 U.S.C. #1981, to private schools is authorized by Section 2
of the Thirteenth Amendment, and that this overrides (1) the
First Amendment freedom o f association recognized in
NAACP v. Alabama,5 (2) the parental rights recognized in
Meyer v. Nebraska,8 Pierce v. Society o f Sisters,7and Wisconsin v. Yoder,8 and (3) the right of privacy recognized in Roe v.
Wade,9,Eisenstadt v. Baird,10Stanley v. Georgia,11 Griswold
v. Connecticut,12 and Loving v. Virginia.13
Even the dissenters in Runyon did not challenge the
scope of Section 2 of the Thirteenth Amendment.

The Fourteenth Amendment
The landmark case that expanded the meaning of the enforcement clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was Katzenbach v. Morgan.1* This case upheld the validity of Section
4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 which preempted and
invalidated the New York law which required citizens to demonstrate literacy in the English language in order to vote.
The political purpose of Section 4(e) was known to all; it was
sponsored by Senator Robert Kennedy o f New York in order
to enfranchise some 400,000 Puerto Ricans living in New
York City. The lower court had held that Section 4(e) exceeded the powers granted by the Constitution to Congress,
and therefore was a power reserved to the states under the
Tenth Amendment. The Supreme Court reversed and held
that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment empowered
Congress to enact Section 4(e).
Section 4(e) was a direct attempt to take the power to
control elections out-of the hands of the states and transfer it
to the federal level. The Court in Morgan explained how this
was accomplished: “ Correctly viewed, Section 5 is a positive

grant of legislative power authorizing Congress to exercise its
discretion in determining whether and what legislation is
needed to secure the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.” 15 The Tenth Amendment was held not to be a limitation on this power.
How did the Court handle the problem that the New
York law was perfectly constitutional and nondiscriminatory?
(The New York law had been enacted decades before the
Puerto Ricans came to New York, so it obviously was not directed at them.) The Court said that didn’t make any difference. Even if the state law is perfectly constitutional under
Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress has the
power to enact legislation to void or preempt it because of the
additional powers granted to Congress in the Section 5 enforcement clause.
The result is that the enforcement clause gives Congress
the power to outlaw practices which themselves do not violate the Fourteenth Amendment, just as under the Thirteenth
Amendment Congress can outlaw private racial discrimination which is not slavery but which Congress may newly determine is discriminatory. If there is one thing that Morgan
makes clear, it is that the Fourteenth Amendment’s power to
“ enforce” goes far beyond outlawing unconstitutional acts. It
is a grant of affirmative power to the Congress to do whatever
it thinks is “ necessary and proper” to achieve the purposes of
Section 1.
Although the Constitution in five places reserves the
power over the conduct of elections to the states, and the
Tenth Amendment reserves to the states all powers not
granted to the federal government, this is now overridden by
the enforcement clause of the Fourteenth Amendment which
grants new affirmative powers to the Congress. The Morgan
decision was revolutionary in allowing a congressional law to
override the constitutional reservation to the states of the
control of elections.
Katzeribach v. Morgan is also generally recognized as
the landmark case that opened up new powers for Congress
to make its own determinations as to the meaning of Section 1
of the Fourteenth Amendment. In Morgan, the Court said
that Congress has independent authority to interpret Section
1 to which the courts will defer.

The Fifteenth Amendment
South Carolina v. Katzenbach16 outlined the board
power in Congress to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment. The
Court held that, while Section 1 of the Fifteenth Amendment
authorizes the courts to strike down state statutes and procedures that deny the vote on the basis of race, Section 2 authorizes Congress to go beyond proscribing discriminatory
statutes and practices and to enforce the constitutional
guarantee by any rational means selected by Congress.
The issue involved in South Carolina v. Katzenbach was
a literacy test for voting. Yet, the Court only seven years before, in Lassiter v. Northhampton County Board o f Elections17, had upheld a literacy test in order to register to vote.
The South Carolina decision established the new affirmative powers of Congress under Section 2 of the Fifteenth
Amendment and afforded Congress a vast amount of discretion to enact measures designed to enforce the Fifteenth
Amendment. This gave Congress broad power to make findings of constitutional violations and to prescribe remedies
(called “ temporary” but having no time limit) which are affirmative in nature rather than merely outlawing specific
practices.
In Oregon v. Mitchell,18 the Court upheld the Voting
Rights Act o f 1970 in which Congress suspended literacy
tests throughout the country for a five-year period. The Court
used the enforcement clause of the Fifteenth Amendment to
uphold Congress’ bar on literacy tests in all federal and state
elections. The result was a broad increase in Congress affirmative powers because, under the U.S. Constitution, elec-

tions were matters of state, not federal, concern.

ERA Enforcement Clause
The Equal Rights Amendment was bom of the era of the
Nineteenth Amendment. Three years after the women’s suffrage was ratified in 1920, the first version of the Equal Rights
Amendment was proposed by an organization called the
Women’s Party..Section 1 then had language identical to the
version finally passed by Congress in 1972: “ Equality of
rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any state on account of sex.” But Section 2
was significandy different: “ Congress and the several states
shall have power, within their respective jurisdictions, to enforce this article by appropriate legislation.” The emphasized
words were deleted before final passage in 1972.
Section 2 of the proposed Equal Rights Amendment contains the same language as the enforcement clauses of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments, and it
would give Congress the same broad affirmative power to enforce the mandate of Section 1. In addition, the open-ended
language and the far broader subject-matter o f Section 1
would provide opportunities, for endless litigation and interpretation, as well as granting an even broader enforcement
power to Congress and the courts.
In addition, Katzenbach v. Morgan is the authority for
interpreting Section 2 o f ERA to give Congress both the
power to preempt state laws which are otherwise completely
constitutional, plus the power to write its own definition of
the rights covered by Section 1. Furthermore, under Morgan,
Congress could even legislate to define certain acts as a denial of sex equality after the Court has previously held the
contrary.
Section 3 of ERA, which provides a two-year time lag
before ERA goes into effect, is held out to state legislatures as
a period in which they can amend their statutes to conform to
the requirements of ERA. Morgans message to the states is:
Even though you change your laws to conform to ERA, and
the result is perfecdy constitutional, if Congress doesn t like
your result it can preempt the field with a federal statute.
Congress can even, under Morgan, pass a law that is discriminatory among the several states in effect, after developing a fact-finding record that certain states have a history of
particular discrimination on account of sex. This is what the
Voting Rights Acts have done under the Section 2 power of
the Fifteenth Amendment.

The Military
The draft act, which existed for 33 years of this century,
always required “ male citizens” to register. That is the classic example of a sex discriminatory law. ERA will compel any
future draft law to require “ persons” to register and to be inducted. If Congress purported to pass a traditional sexdiscriminatory draft act under ERA, the Court would find it
unconstitutional and either void the draft law or extend it to
require the induction of women.
Three laws now exempt women from military combat
duty, one for the Army, one for the Navy, and one for the Air
Force.19 The Pentagon has already asked Congress to repeal
those laws because of the anticipated shortfalls in male enlistments due to the decline in U.S. population. Whether or
not Congress repeals the no-women-in-combat statutes, the
Court must invalidate them under ERA because they clearly
give a major benefit to women which cannot be given to men.

Family Law
The area of marriage, divorce, and family property law,
which is one of the major powers reserved to the states, is a
prime target for Morgan-type federal preemption through

Section 2 of ERA. Section 2 of ERA would take away states’
rights over family law just as Section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment and Section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment took
away states’ rights over the conduct of state and local elections. That is the lesson of Katzenbach v. Morgan and South
Carolina, v. Katzenbach.
ERA commands that equality of rights not be denied or
abridged. The marriage support laws are not equal. As
American Jurisprudence, 2d, summarizes the state laws:
“ One of the most fundamental duties imposed by the law of
domestic relations is that which requires a man to support his
wife and family.” 20
There is a wide divergence of views about how marriage
support laws should or might be changed to make them comply with the equality mandate of ERA. There is also a wide
divergence in the particulars o f divorce laws, even where the
laws are written in sex-neutral language. There are many differences in family property laws, especially regarding the
property rights of the wife. Many of the states that have not
ratified ERA accord important superior property rights to
wives such as the right to prevent the husband from selling
his real estate without her signature, the sole right to dispose
of her own property during her life or by her will, and the
right to be immune from her husband’s debts.
Section 2 of ERA clearly gives Congress the power of
enforcement over the subject matter of Section L Marriage,
divorce and family property laws are perfect examples of laws
that accord different rights to men and women based on sex.
The husband-wife laws within any given state should be read
as an integrated fabric designed to promote the moral, social
and economic integrity of the family. On balance and when
considered as a whole, every state’s laws are weighted in
favor of the wife, though in different ways. However, there is
no limit to the number of individuals who might be willing to
litigate against particular laws, ranging from the ex-husband
who wants his alimony payments reduced, to the wife who
wants to abolish the regulations that require her to use her
husband’s name.
ERA would grant affirmative federal power to preempt
state marriage, divorce, and family property laws, either directly by the courts or through Congressional action. Congress could engage in legislative fact-finding and determine
that “persistent patterns of stereotyped discrimination” demand remedial legislation, or that the women “ enslaved” in
particular states with archaic laws need special legislation in
order to fulfill “ the vision of Section 1” , or that “ our transient
society” requires uniform divorce laws so that our citizens
can freely relocate from state to state. The result would be the
transferral to the federal government of the last large area of
law still remaining in the hands of the states.
Another area of far-reaching use of the federal enforcement power under ERA would be homosexual marriages. As
Professor Paul A. Freund pointed out in his testimony before
the Senate Judiciary Committee: “ Indeed, if the law must be
as undiscriminating concerning sex as it is toward race, it
would follow that laws outlawing wedlock between members
of the same sex would be as invalid as laws forbidding miscegenation.” 21
During recent years, there have been dozens of votes in
state legislatures and city councils, as well as referenda, on
the question of rights for homosexuals to secure marriage
licenses, to qualify for joint income tax and homestead benefits, to rent from any landlord, to adopt children, to have
child custody, to serve as Big Brothers, or to hold any jobs
including that of private elementary school teacher, and possibly even to have the benefit of affirmative action. Most of
such bills have been defeated at the state and local levels.
Under the Equal Rights Amendment, federal enforcement or preemption by Congress could nullify, over-ride, or
preempt those state and local actions. The plain meaning of
Section 1 of ERA is to prohibit discrimination “ on account of
sex.” Sex is a word of at least a half dozen meanings and is

nowhere defined in ERA. Homosexuals would win even if
the meaning of sex were limited to “ gender,” because a denial of a marriage license to a same-sex couple is a denial on
account of gender as well as sex. Jones t>. Alfred H. Mayer
Company would be the authority for Congress to use Section
2 of ERA to grant homosexuals the right to buy or rent any
property and to require others to enter into contracts with
homosexuals. Using both Jones and Runyon v. McCrary, this
could include teaching contracts.
Another example of how Section 2 of the Equal Rights
Amendment might enforce a strained definition of Section 1
developed under imaginative legal theories is indicated by
the 1975 report of the Ohio Task Force for the Implementation of the Equal Rights Amendment.22 This report takes the
position that the “ equality principle” of ERA requires the
»tate to provide child-care services in order that mothers can
leave the home and join the work force. The theory is that
society’s expectation that mothers should take care of their
babies is “ sex-role stereotyping” and an infringment of the
right and opportunity of women to achieve full equality in the
work force. So that mothers can be relieved of this sexdiscriminatory obligation, it therefore becomes the duty of
government to provide child-care centers. The Ohio Task
Force Report demanded “ the establishment of high quality,
universally available child care services that are funded in
whole or in part by the state.”
If the equality principle embodied in Section 1 of ERA
requires taxpayer-funded child-care services, clearly Section
2 would enable Congress to prescribe remedies for the inadequacies of the states and, therefore, to preempt the field.

Education
Federal power already extends to all schools and colleges which receive any federal money, even if they are private schools. This is the reach of the basic anti-discrimination
law in the educational area, the Education Amendments of
1972, popularly known as Title IX. In passing this law, however, Congress faced up to the fact that any separation of the
sexes is, by definition, discrimination, because that is the law
o f the land in regard to race. Therefore, Congress carved
specific exceptions in Title IX for admissions to single-sex
schools and colleges, military schools, seminaries, and dormitory living facilities. In subsequent amendments, Congress also exempted fraternities, sororities, Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, Boys’ State, Girls’ State, Mother-Daughter and
Father-Son school events. HEW regulations exempt contact
sports from the coed mandate.
Since Section 1 of ERA has no exceptions for any purpose, no matter how reasonable, and since the Constitution is
the supreme law of the land, it is clear that ERA would wipe
out all the exceptions to the mandate for sex integration that
now exist in Title IX or any other law. If corrections were not
made promptly by Congress and administrative agencies, the
courts would surely enforce the constitutional requirement.
Section 2 of ERA would extend the power to enforce the
sex-equality mandate to wholly private schools'which receive
no public money and may not even enjoy the benefit of income tax exemption. This is the lesson we learn from Runyon
v. McCrary, in which the Supreme Court interpreted the
pow er o f Congress under Section 2 o f the Thirteenth
Amendment in regard to race discrimination in private
schools. The elementary school involved in Runyon did not
receive any tax money and did not even enjoy tax exemption;
it could not have been covered by Title IX. But not a single
member of the Court disputed Congress’ right to bar racial
discrimination in wholly private schools under Section 2 of
th'e Thirteenth Amendment.
The Internal Revenue Service is currently trying to dictate racial quotas of students, faculties and trustees, and to
impose such quotas on private schools which receive no pub-

lie money but do enjoy income tax exemption. If the private
schools lose their battle with Internal Revenue Service, they
have one recourse: to relinquish tax exemption and operate
without it.
Section 2 of ERA would not allow them even that costly
choice. It would simply transfer power to the federal government over private schools. They are clearly an area encompassed by Section 1 because there has always been, and
still is, a responsible minority o f our citizens who choose
single-sex schools or colleges, or single-sex school- or
college-related activities or athletics.
This analysis of the effect of ERA on private schools was
confirmed by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in a booklet called “ Statement on the Equal Rights Amendment,”
which says: “ Unlike Title IX, federal funding will not be required to trigger its [ERA’s] application. . . . [ERA] will be
a clear mandate of the highest order that sex bias is not acceptable in our nation’s schools.” 23

Insurance
Insurance is a system o f distributing risk among groups
in which the average cost can be statistically and reliably
predicted, so that each one pays a reasonable rate and no one
is financially ruined by an untimely death, a $100,000 automobile accident, or a burned-out home or business. In setting up groups and reasonably allocating the risks, many classifications o f types o f people are made which have been
proven, over the years, to be reliable. For some types of insurance, one of these classifications is by sex. It is a statistical
fact that women, on the average, live longer than men; therefore, women pay lower life insurance premiums. It is a statistical fact that young men age 16 to 25 have a much higher rate
of automobile accidents than young women of that age; therefore, young women pay much lower automobile accident insurance premiums than young men.
Insurance is an industry regulated primarily by state law
rather than by federal law.
In the 1978 case of Los Angeles v. Manhart,2* the U.S.
Supreme Court held that Los Angeles’ pension plan, even
though based on a factual difference in longevity between
women and men, ended up as a difference of treatment on
account of sex, and therefore was illegal under Tide VII of
the Civil Rights Act which applies to nearly all employers.
Fortunately, the holding in Manhart was limited to the facts
in that, case, and applies only to certain types of pension plans
operated by employers subject to Tide VII.
But, if ERA were added to the U.S. Constitution, Section
1 would apply the Manhart principle to all insurance classifications by sex because there are no exceptions in ERA.
W orse still, Section 2 o f ERA w ou ld transfer the
Morgan-type power o f enforcement or preemption to Congress. It is not difficult to imagine that Congress, under its
affirmative powers granted by Section 2 o f ERA, would
preempt the field of state régulation of insurance in order to
achieve the goals o f Section 1 of ERA.

Conclusion
Section 1 of the Equal Rights Amendment, at the least,
would require all federal and state laws to conform to its
rigid, absolutist mandate, without any rational differences of
treatment based on factual differences between men and
women.
Section 2 of ERA would grant affirmative powers to Congress and to the federal courts, either or both, to define (after
ratification) what Section 1 means and to enforce that yet-tobe-determined definition. In addition, Section 2 would enable Congress to preem pt the field and to substitute its
decision-making power for that of the states even though
state laws are in harmony with Section 1. The holding of Kat-

zenbach v. Morgan is that, under the enforcement clause,
Congress can outlaw a state practice that does not violate Section 1 if Congress believes that such practice tends to impair
the goal which Section 1 is designed to promote.
Obviously referring to Section 1, Professor Paul Freund
stated: “ If anything about this proposed amendment is clear,
it is that it would transform every provision of law concerning
women into a constitutional issue to be ultimately resolved
by the Supreme Court of the United States. Every statutory
and common law provision dealing with the manifold relation o f women in society would be forced to run the gauntiet
of attack on constitutional grounds. The range of such potential litigation is too great to be readily foreseen. . .” 25
Obviously referring to Section 2, Senator Sam J. Ervin,
Jr., told the United States Senate on March 22, 1972: “ If this
Equal Rights Amendment is adopted by the states, it will
come near to abolishing the states o f this Union as viable
governmental bodies. I think it will virtually reduce the
states o f this nation to meaningless zeroes on the nation’s
map. I think it will transfer virtually all the legislative power
of government from the states to Congress.” 26
Because of the unlimited legal theories and interpretations possible under Section 1, plus the immensely broad interpretation of the enforcement clause that would be given to
Section 2 based on the precedents interpreting the other constitutional enforcement clauses, the Equal Rights Amendment would constitute a grant of power to the federal government that would dwarf that given in the Civil War
Amendments or the Commerce Clause. The Equal Rights
Amendment would bring about massive changes in our federal system, our laws, and our social structure.
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